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Omi and Little Fire soon returned to the Six Seas.

When Omi and Little Fire descended on the Tangji Gate of the Six Seas, the Tangji Gate was crowded
with people, and almost all the immortal cultivators from the entire Six Seas had come to the Tangji
Gate.

“Hey, why are so many people arriving at the Tang Ji Gate?”Little Fire was puzzled.

Omi said, “Less than a day ago, we killed the Yi Clan Ancestor here, the scene was so sensational, of
course it alarmed the entire Six Seas, so they rushed here, there’s nothing wrong with that.”

“Gate Master Tang has returned.”On the ground, someone saw Omi and Little Fire return and shouted.

Everyone looked up to the sky with reverence and incredulity in their eyes.They rushed to Tang Ji Gate
as soon as they heard the commotion, but by the time they arrived at Tang Ji Gate, Omi had already
killed the I Clan Ancestor.

That was a strong man with a pseudo-immortal weapon, everyone’s gaze was complicated, they really
didn’t know how Omi had done it.

The eyes that were looking at Omi right now were completely different.

The other eight imperial elders, who were also in the crowd right now, looked even more complicated,
as they had thought that Omi would die and were not on Omi’s side.

Omi looked down at everyone and said, “Everyone, I, Tang Someone, have gone to the Seven Seas and
taken over the territory of the Yi Clan, henceforth, the Tang Extreme Gate has been officially
established in the Seven Seas.”

“Wow.”There was a sigh of admiration, and at this moment, many immortal cultivators hated the fact
that they had joined the Tang Pole Gate before, so that they could follow Omi to the Seven Heavy Seas.
One second to remember to read the book

Several geniuses at the scene slapped themselves in the face because they had the opportunity to join
Tang Ji Gate before, but didn’t go because they couldn’t pull their status.But now, the Tang Ji Gate
had become too high for them to reach.

Omi laughed, “Back when Tang Ji Gate was first established, many people looked down on Tang Ji
Gate, especially certain geniuses from other cultivation dynasties.But today, Tang Ji Gate has become
unreachable for you.However, regardless of the past, Omi is preparing to openly recruit new disciples
for the second time, and anyone who enters the Tang Extremists Gate can go to the Tang Extremists
Gate Headquarters in the Seven Seas.Alright, everyone, prepare yourselves well, the recruitment of
new disciples will begin the day after tomorrow.”

Everyone on the scene was incredibly excited, vowing that this time, they would seize the opportunity
to enter the Tang Extreme Gate.



Omi originally didn’t want to accept them, but the Tang Ji Gate was very short of manpower right now,
so Omi was going to establish a branch in the Six Seas and then a headquarters in the Seven Seas.

Omi shouted, “Everyone disperse first, the other Eight Great Eldest Kings stay behind.”

The eight great long kings on the scene were suddenly bitter, but they didn’t dare not to stay.

Omi landed in a palace that had destroyed a corner, and soon after, the other eight Great Long
Emperors, with bitter faces, walked in.

“Master Tang, you’re looking for us.”Bird Peng Jun was the first to say.

Omi swept a glance at the men, Bird Peng Jun, Gao Yang Sending Jun, You Chang Hu, Li Chen Lonely,
Sang Hong Ye, Zhu Zhou, Huang Qi Liang, and Ma Xiang Jun.

All eight of them were trembling with fear.

Omi said, “Last time when I killed Yi Piao Fang, you all thought that I was bound to die, right?You
bastards, I should have just exterminated you, but, I, Omi, am now at least the overlord of the Seven
Seas, and I really can’t be interested in killing you little brats.So, I’ll give you…

You have a choice.”

“Tang Sect Master, what choice, please say.”

Omi said, “I want to unify the Six Heavy Seas, and the entire Six Heavy Seas will become the Tang
Extreme Gate’s domain.The entire Sea of Six Heavens, where the Nine Great Immortal Imperial
Dynasties are located, will become a division of the Tang Extreme Gate.If you are willing to cooperate,
I can not kill you and let you become the divisional minister of the Tang Ji Gate, and you will also have
the opportunity to go to the headquarters and become one of the elders of the headquarters.”

“Ah.”The eight elders were shocked, not expecting Omi to be so ambitious, wanting to turn the entire
Six Seas into the Tang Extreme Gate’s territory.

“If you guys don’t want to, I won’t force it, I’m the last person who likes coercion.Alright, hurry up and
state your position.”

Bird Pengjun asked, “Tang Gate Master, you really won’t force it?”

“I never do that.”

“Well, then, I choose not to that.”Bird Penn Army.

Omi shouted, “Little Fire, give Bird Penn Army a one-stop service.”

“Yes, Chenchen.”

Bird Penn Jun was busy asking, “Sh, what’s a one-stop service ah?”

Omi said, “The one-stop service is a special service we offer that is inclusive of killing and baleizing
without polluting the environment, without wasting artificial burial, and without any worries.”

“Ah, inclusive killing and encapsulation.”Bird Pengjun’s face was pale, and he immediately knelt down
and shouted, “Brother Minister, spare my life.Didn’t you say you wouldn’t force it, woohoo.”



Omi said, “Yes, I’m not forcing it, but I didn’t say I wouldn’t kill it, even if you don’t cooperate, I’ll
personally go and exterminate your Bird Dynasty and then set up a branch in the Bird Dynasty’s place.”

“Ooh, minister, I agree, I’m willing to bring my entire clan to join Tang Ji Gate and become a branch of
Tang Ji Gate’s Bird Dynasty.”Bird Peng Jun was busy.

Omi shook his head, “You misunderstood my meaning, I didn’t ask you to bring your entire clan to join
Tang Ji Gate, when has the threshold of my Tang Ji Gate been so low, anyone can join Tang Ji
Gate.Only those of you in the Bird Dynasty who are still talented, or whose strength has reached the
Divide Stage or above, have the opportunity to join the Tang Ji Gate division.Also, that division of
yours is not called the Bird Dynasty Division.That division of yours is called the Tang Dynasty Gate’s
Ninth Division.”

“Yes, Gate Master.”Bird Pengjun nodded, his heart screaming that Omi had just let him disband the
Bird Dynasty on his own initiative.

The other Seven Great Dynasties’ long emperors knelt down, expressing their willingness to cooperate
with Tang Ji Gate and change into the Tang Ji Gate Division.

Omi nodded his head in satisfaction and smiled, “Very well, then, I declare that the dynasties you are
in have all become a division of the Tang Dynasty Gate.Among them, the imperial city where the Mo
Dynasty used to be located is the first division; the location of the Zhu Dynasty is the second division;
the location of the Li Chen Dynasty is the third division; the location of the You Dynasty is the fourth
division; the location of the Gao Yang Dynasty is the fifth division; the location of the Sang Dynasty is
the sixth division; the location of the Huang Qi Dynasty is the seventh division; the location of the Ma
Lane Dynasty is the eighth division; the location of the Bird Dynasty is the ninth divisionDivisions.”

“Do you all understand which division you are in, gentlemen?”

“Yes, Gate Master, I understand.”

“You eight long kings, division is the minister of the Tang Ji Gate division to which you belong, at the
same time, you also hold the position of headquarters elder in the Seven Seas, you can only travel to
the Seven Seas.I think it’s meaningful enough for you guys.”
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